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A Letter from NAFCU’s Chief Economist and Director of Research Curt Long
In June 2016 the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued a new Current Expected Credit Loss (CECL) accounting
standard. The new standard requires that “life of loan” loss estimates be recorded at a loan’s origination or purchase,
and it applies to all financial institutions regardless of size. Due to the sweeping nature of the proposed changes and
the fact that CECL allows some flexibility in selecting estimation methods appropriate for the particular institution or
product, NAFCU has sponsored a study which seeks to identify some of the key qualities and trade-offs for a variety of
potential models.
As you read through the study, please take the following into consideration:
Study Design
The study was designed with the following types of loss estimation models: time series, roll rate, vintage, state transition,
and discrete time survival. Each model was tested against a common loan portfolio comprised of large datasets of
conforming mortgage loans from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. These models were assessed for accuracy, robustness
to small data sizes, complexity, computation time, and procyclicality of lifetime loss estimates (i.e., responsiveness to
fluctuations in the business cycle).
Not only are these traits important as you identify the preferred model for your credit union, but they are also ones
which examiners are likely to consider when they assess your credit union’s model selection and performance. This
study provides critical data to support those managerial decisions. In doing so, it will also help your credit union answer
some of the most common questions you are likely to face as a result of the new standard.
Accuracy vs. Complexity
The study looks at models of varying complexity and makes it clear that the most complex model may not be appropriate
for every credit union. In some cases, the additional complexity of certain models may yield relatively negligible benefits,
particularly for credit unions with small loan portfolios.
Impact of the New Standard
The magnitude of the new accounting standard’s impact will vary by institution and by the lifetime of the asset.
However, the study shows the impact that the new standard would have had on a loan portfolio similar to the one used
in the study at various points in the business cycle.
Discounted Cash Flows
The CECL guidelines provide the option of using a discounted cash flow (DCF) approach. Each of the models used in the
study incorporated DCF, which allows credit unions to assess the impact of this modeling feature on the loan loss estimate.
When you are considering which loss estimation technique is the most appropriate one for your credit union, time is of
the essence. Data requirements will vary by model, and many credit unions may not be collecting the data needed once
the new standard takes effect. This study provides the necessary guidance – supported by hard data – which you need to
make those decisions for your credit union, as well as to defend your choices to validators, auditors, and examiners.
This is an impactful rule for our industry. We hope this tool helps you navigate it a little easier.
Best,
Curt Long
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This study was sponsored by Allied Solutions, NAFCU – National Association of Federally-Insured Credit Unions, and
OnApproach. Any opinions expressed here are solely those of the author and may not represent the opinions of the
sponsors.

Executive Summary
The new accounting rules for estimating loan loss reserves offer general guidelines and a list of possibilities, but no
specific recommendations for how best to implement those rules. The present study uses a large mortgage dataset
from Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to test a range of models and options. The results quantify the pros and cons of
these options.

Study Design
For the underlying models, the following were tested: time series correlations to macroeconomic data, roll rate
models, vintage models, state transition models, and discrete time survival models. These models were assessed
for accuracy, robustness to small data sizes, complexity, computation time, and procyclicality of lifetime loss
estimates.
In all cases, scenarios were created with 24-month macroeconomic history followed by mean-reversion to longrun macroeconomic conditions. Undoubtedly, many practitioners will create two separate models, a near-term
model with a macroeconomic scenario and a long-run through-the-cycle loss model. Using a single model with a
mean-reverting macroeconomic scenario is preferable, because the active portfolio is used for the lifetime loss
forecast rather than an average of past portfolios. It also avoids the need to validate two separate models.
The guidelines also mention the option of using a discounted cash flow approach. DCF is not a model so much as a
system of equations for aggregation, since it requires estimates of default and attrition probabilities as estimated in
the models tested here. Therefore, all model results were shown as direct loss aggregation, discounted loss
aggregation, and DCF aggregation of cash flows simulated from the loss estimation models.

Results
The following results are intended to be used to assess trade-offs in CECL implementation details.

Foreseeable Future
Using mean-reverting scenarios here allowed the model to adapt to the current portfolio for the lifetime estimation
rather than use an average over past portfolios, but at greater complexity. Conversely, it requires only one model
rather than two. Even though most practitioners will use a through-the-cycle average default rate as the long-run
model, we know from Basel II that these are actually models with their own complexities in estimation.

Accuracy
Projecting losses via time series models of default and pay-down rates produced an average 3-year cumulative
error rate of 17-19%. In itself, that will raise concerns with validators, but the accuracy is unchanging relative to
the amount of training data, which can be useful for very small or noisy data sets. Vintage models were consistently
high performers in terms of accuracy with 1% to 3% error rates. Discrete time survival models and state transition
models both perform well (3.2% to 6.5%), but not better than vintage models, showing that loan-level modeling
does not guarantee more accuracy. Vintage, state transition, and survival models all had similar scaling properties
versus size of training data. Roll rate models were consistently the worst performers at 15% to 20% error rates.
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Moving averages of historic loss rates are unsuited to lifetime loss forecasting at 60+% error rates. Overall, roll rate
and historic average models should not be used for long-lived products.
Creating separate models by US state did not provide greater accuracy when compared to a single national model
of the same portfolio. Geographic segmentation provides advantages in business application but not model
accuracy.
The guidelines state that vintage modeling is not a requirement. If we assume that “vintage model” refers to any
approach that adjusts credit risk and prepayment risk based upon the age of the loan, then the results show
significant increases in accuracy for techniques incorporating this (vintage models, state-transition models, and
discrete time survival models) as compared to those that do not include it (time series and roll rates).

Accuracy vs. Complexity
The loan-level models (state transition and survival) were by far the most complex in terms of numbers of
coefficients and computational time. This complexity did not provide any increased accuracy relative to vintage
models, but it does provide business value in account management, collections, pricing, and strategic planning.
The added complexity of roll rate models when compared to time series models provided little benefit other than
the change to be more accurate for the first six months of the forecast. Vintage models were the overall winners in
the accuracy versus complexity trade-off, so long as sufficient data exists for robust estimation.

Optional DCF
Starting from a lifetime loss forecast, using a time-value of money discounting of the projected monthly losses
using the par rate on the mortgage results in a 20% to 30% decrease in the reserve amount. Estimating the
principle and interest payments adjusted for the risk of default or prepayment from the loss model and then
discounting with the par rate on the mortgage results in an equivalent reduction in the loss reserve as compared to
the original lifetime loss forecast.

Old vs. New Rules
The magnitude of the change from the old loan loss rules to CECL will depend strongly on the lifetime of the asset
and the point in the economic cycle when the adoption occurs. For 30-year fixed mortgage, the average life of loan
is about 5.5 years and the lifetime loss reserve will be 4 times a historic average approach with 24 month loss
emergence period. If adoption had occurred just before the onset of the last recession, the adjustment would have
been 10x. At the peak of the recession the change would have been 2x. Well into recovery they would have been at
parity.

Conclusion
By design, the new CECL rules provide a significant amount of flexibility in implementation. As seen from this
study, even with a straightforward product like 30-year fixed rate conforming mortgages, the range of models
listed in the CECL guidelines can produce a range of lifetime loss numbers that vary by a factor of 2. With the
option of discounted cash flows, then the range of final answers would vary by more than a factor of 2.
Being able to choose options that will create such different answers will put the burden on lenders not only to
choose the most appropriate models for their portfolios, but in doing so to also choose the level of loss via the
models chosen, and to defend that choice to validators, auditors, and examiners.
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